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For Sex outside the
gravitational pull of the
earth one needs something
to hold onto.

SPACE TRAVEL

Difficult Weightlessness
An American book authoress thought over the dear
life of future space tourists.
Everyone who is interested in space has wondered, at least
once, what it may be like and if anyone has ‘done it.’ writes
Laura S. Woodmansee in the Introduction of her new book Sex
In Space (C. G. Publishing). With” it “means it: Sex in the universe. The largest obstacle with Sex in weightlessness would
be beside space illness and restrained conditions weightlessness. Woodmansee investigated, as one could realize its
desire despite weightlessness in the universe. As in the picture
for example one should the partner is somewhere fixed here,
in order not to float uncontrolled by the area. Woodmansee
means, some humans would have doubts to let be bound nevertheless the special conditions in the universe could serve
as good excuse, in order to try it out times.
Neither of the Nasa yet of the Russian space agency, official
Statements would be to got whether it would have ever official
or private sexual intercourse in a spaceship gegben. The
Nasa let nevertheless 1992 a married couple with the
Spaceshuttle Endeavour in that all. Also at that time it gave
had granted rumors, the remaining Crew both a little privacy in

the connected Spacelab
attainable only over
a tunnel.
The largest hindrance in sex in
weightlessness
1
would be next to room
illness and cramped
ratios the weightlessness
itself. For each contact
gives the partner a
lkeinen impulse, that conveys it at the other end of
3
the room, even if one
would like to cause actually the opposite. Woodmansee
researched, all enjoy life could its desire like one in spite of
weightlessness in that: 1 If the participants of one another
do not want to embrace with arms and legs, they could take
an elastic Jüftband to the aid, that holds together the decisive body parties. 2 At least one of the partners should be
fixed somewhere in order to float not uncontrolled by the
area. 3 The same principle, only must hold itself here one
of the partners somewhere.
How the Russian space agency wanted this problem some
years ago solving, is unknown. According to Woodmansees
investigation, it planned at that time to earn me with a
Pornodreh on board that meanwhile sunk another little
money. One must overcome snobbery if it concerns dozens
of millions of dollars, General Director Jurij Koptev said the
at that time . Yet the actors completed the cosmonaut training for nothing: The film production firm could only raise 7
of the demanded 23 million US dollars.

